Warning: this message is from an external user and should be treated with caution.

Board, Staff, & CalFire:

There are a number of issues, interpretations, standards, and modifications that need to be addressed at your 9 December 2020 virtual Board meeting.

Among them:

** Reform the evaluation and response to cumulative impacts into a credible procedure in line with, among other things, data use and formats and transparency that are integral to the implementation of AM 1492.

** Reform and expand the use of sustained yield plans.

** Reform the information and standards for describing forest conditions -- and implementing practices that will result in healthy resilient forests with large components of larger, older trees at or past culmination of mean annual increment.

** Reform the implementation of 14 CCR 916.4 to include standard useful formats to enable stream and watershed restoration.

** Set standards for the use of LiDAR and other remote sensing systems that can be incorporated into review, approval, and implementation of measures for forest & watershed maintenance, restoration, and enhancement -- that can be applied to the THP and other plan processes ASAP.
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